Madeleine Silva
Healthcare Speaker | Healthcare Business Coach

Key Focus: How to Create a Sustainable and Profitable Practice
Doing What You LOVE

With an international mindset, diverse healthcare background and what many
call an artistic approach to business, Madeleine Silva promises to make you
rethink how to grow your practice, influence, and income in today’s rapidly
changing, patient-driven digital economy.
With over 80% of adults searching online before stepping foot in a healthcare
practice, there is no faster way to establish yourself as the go-to expert in
today’s digital revolution than by creating a community of raving fans online.

Madeleine has the ability to look
at a complex, overwhelming
situation and turn it into an
opportunity to grow. Many health
professionals are shackled to
their practices, but Madeleine has
mastered how you can break free
from all of that.
Dr. Mindy H. Pelz, D.C.
Chiropractor
Nutrition Health Coach

A sought-after healthcare speaker, an innovative healthcare futurist and an
acclaimed healthcare business coach, Madeleine will generously share her
best, actionable advice from 27+ years of healthcare business experience.
More about Madeleine:
Madeleine was born in Vevey, Switzerland, grew up in Helsingborg, Sweden
and moved to San Francisco, USA by herself when she was just nineteen. She
grew her first business to 6-figures in just nine months and continued to
double her business revenue the second and third year. Like many of her
clients, as her business grew, Madeleine got stuck working in the center of her
business, overwhelmed, maxed out and without any time to continue to
develop her business vision. After years of struggling, on the brink of losing her
home, Madeleine finally cracked the code to the Freedom Switch Formula and
successfully created an 8-hour workweek while growing her profit margin to
an impressive 65%. She had started 5 businesses from scratch on shoestring
budgets and successfully sold two businesses for top dollars.

SUGGESTED INTRODUCTION
CONNECT WITH MADELEINE
m@freedomswitch.com
freedomswitch.com
(408) 712-4401
in/madeleine-silva-freedom-switch
/freedomswitchformula
madeleine.silva2

Madeleine Silva teaches holistic doctors and healers how to create sustainable
and profitable practices doing what you love by innovation.

INTERVIEW TOPICS
The 1% of Holistic Practices - Small Changes = Big Results
The digital disruption of healthcare and how it's impacting providers that
has nothing to do with technology or online marketing.
How to use Facebook to attract your dream patients without wasting
money on ads or hours in front of the computer.
The Celebrity Doctor: Performance and Productivity Secrets

